According to the three ways of establishing a measurement simulation system for spatial carrier pose, a practical method of semi-physical simulation is introduced in this paper. This method can explicitly and promptly simulate the pose measurement visually as a carrier moving in space. The process was completed by integrated the powerful graphical function of OpenGL and computer vision technology. Thus it is able to provide the pose measurment of spatial objects on experimental conditions. This paper emphasizes on the implementation ofthis method and gives some experiment results of the simulation system.
INTRODUCTION
With the development of Robotics, it is increasingly significant to ascertain the relative position and pose relationship promptly and accurately between two spatial carriers (aerocraft, aeroplanes, vehicles, etc.) so as to enable to complete their cooperation. It is wide application prospects in fields such as spaceflight, aviation, military affairs, city traffic, etc. In order to get the relative position and pose between two carriers, we can regard one as observation carrier, the other as objective carrier, whether both are motional, or one is motional, the other is resting. The position and pose measurement based on vision sensors is a primary method. And it is advanced in spatial carrier cooperation. Within the researches on vision measurement, large numbers of experiments are required to testify whether the measurement is practical or not. Due to the particularities of spatial carriers motion(special conditions, price and so on), it is not practical to carry out the researches through large numbers of actual experiments. Therefore, the simulated experiment appears to be the most efficient research technique.
At present, there are three ways to implement spacial carrier pose measurement simulation system21: physical simulation, semi-physical simulation and digital simulation. The physical simulation has the best authenticity. Being almost tantamount to actual spacial carrier pose measurement, its result has high reliability. But, unfortunately, spatial carrier pose measurement physical simulation requires complicated apparatus and costly outlays. Spatial carrier pose measurement digital simulation tries to describe all the components in the spatial carrier pose measurement system with mathematical models. Though it is simple to implement and little to invest, some of components are difficult to be described accurately with mathematical models. Spatial carrier pose measurement semi-physical simulation applies mathematical models to the aerocraft orbits and pose dynamics, while assuming practicality in its control system3. Possessing the merits ofphysical simulation and digital simulation, spacial carrier pose measurement semi-physical simulation is currently widely used in science research.
According to the respective characteristics ofthe three implementations, the semi-physical simulation is adopted to carry out the simulation of the visual measurement in spatial carrier pose measurement. The concrete procedures are: Firstly a model of passive aerocraft is established with OpenGL to simulate various pose changes of the passive aerocraft. Then the three-dimensional graphics generated by OpenGL are projected on the screen with a projector. Finally the image is acquired by a camera and processed to find out the coordinates of the images of the cooperative objective on the passive aerocraft. Thus, the measurement of the pose between active and passive aerocraft can be performed by calculating the space coordinates of the cooperative objectives based on the camera calibration result. This semi-physical simulation system provides the research on the key technique in the close-quarter visual measurement in spatial carrier pose measurement with an intuitionistic and efficient experimental platform and to a certain extent solves the problems in this research such as the acquisition ofthe three-dimensional images and the inspection ofthe measuring errors. This paper emphasizes on the method to establish the simulation system model based on OpenGL and gives the results ofthe semi-physical simulation experiment.
2.ESTABLISHING THE SYSTEM MODEL
In this system, system model includes movement modeh geometry modeh camera model and illumination model.
Movement Model
Let spatial carrier's coordinates' "x-o-y" plane is spatial carrier's symmetry plane, So there is:
Where, the letter V denotes spatial carrier's velocity, x, y z are voyage, setover and height ofspatial carrier respectively, 9, o, yt are pitching angle, slant angle and azimuth of aerocraft respectively.
Geometric Model
AutoCAD can be used to protract the geometric model ofthe spatial carrier in practical application. This method is simple in protracting the model, but the interface between AutoCAD and OpenGL requires to be dealt with. The standard functions in the utility library ofOpenGL can also be applied to protracting geometrical bodies. The system in this paper utilizes OpenGL in the designing of geometrical bodies. In protracting process, the geometrical bodies are firstly assigned serial numbers, then they are connected counterclockwise according to their actual locations in the spacial carrier coordinates using standard functions such as auxSolidSpherestandard (GLdouble size), auxSolidBox (GLdouble width, GLdouble height, GLdouble depth), auxSolidCylinder (GLdouble radius, GLdouble height), auxSolidCone (GLdouble radius, GLdouble height) as well as glClipPlane (GLenum plane, const GLdouble*equation).
Camera Model
The imaging process is the projection from 3D space to 2D plane, that is, to project some properties of a spatial body on a plane to form an image. It is usually called perspective. If the project lines focus on one point, it is called focus perspective; if all the lines are in a parallel manner, it is called parallel perspective. The actual imaging process of a camera can be well approached with a focus perspective model: A 3D spatial point is projected on an image plane and forms a corresponding image point. All the project lines-the connecting lines between objective point and the image point-focus on one point, the projective center. If the 3D coordinates O-XYZ is adopted in which the origin 0 is the perspective center, light axis is Z axis, image plane is Z=f(f is the focus), image plane coordinates o-xy has its origin o locate in the point of intersection between the image plane and Z axis, x axis andy axis are parallel with X axis and Y axis respectively, the imaging model will be shown as Fig.l . Then the coordinates of the 3D spatial point (X, Y, Z) and its image point (x, y) has the relationship as below:
x x=f- (2) y=f-. 
Illumination Model
The illumination model includes all-around ambient light intensity, observing point location, and whether adopts two-sided illumination. Single source all-around ambient light, light source at infinity, normal vector along Zaxis, and no two-sided The four kinds of illuminations namely emission light, ambient light, diffuse reflection light and specular reflection light are independently calculated and then added up in OpenGL. Therefore, the computing on the color generated when a vertex is illuminated can be given as formula (3) 
SEMI-PHYSICAL SIMULATION EXPERIMENT
The semi-physical simulation experimental system is composed of a computer that generates the simulation Figure 2 . Semi-physical simulation system models, a projector, a CCD camera, an image acquisition card and a computer that performs image manipulation (Fig.2) . First, the simulation model of the passive aerocraft (the cooperative objective is installed on it) is established to simulate its 3D motion track. Second, the established model is projected on the screen by a projector. At the same time, the CCD camera takes the images on the screen, then a effective segment is used on the images, and the central coordinates of the cooperative objective is extracted in the images. Thus, the spatial coordinates ofthe cooperative objective can be calculated according to the camera calibration result. Finally, the pose between the active and passive aerocraft can be compared with the assumptive pose to attain the measuring error of the system. Fig.3 and Fig.4 show respectively the image generated by OpenGL and that taken by the camera. Fig.3 and Fig.4 show respectively object image after segmentation and recognition. 
